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4. Design and Implementation of FindLeaks 

This section illustrates the design and implementation of FindLeaks. We begin with the 

motivation behind the design of FindLeaks and an overview of its overall architecture. 

Afterwards, we describe how FindLeaks employs AspectJ’s instrumentation mechanisms, 

pointcuts and advice, to collect information crucial to our purpose in an effective and practical 

manner. Finally, we explain how FindLeaks makes use of the collected information to supply 

critical clues for assisting programmers to locate memory leaks in Java programs. 

4.1. Motivation and Overview 

The core ideas we had during the inception of FindLeaks are quite simple. First, if we know, 

for each class, how many objects have been created and how many of them reclaimed by the 

garbage collector during a program’s execution, we can discern which classes of objects are 

growing unexpectedly and then get very strong evidence regarding which classes of objects 

are loitering. Second, if we know where in the source code the references linking to those 

suspicious loitering objects are created, we have very important clues for identifying which 

references should be dropped to fix the problems.  

Hence the obvious starting point is to develop a profiling aspect which can collect the 

information essential to realize the above ideas. Basically, the profiling aspect needs to collect 

two main kinds of information: object construction/destruction counts for each class and 
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reference traces between any two objects in concern, including the referencing object, the 

referent object and where the reference was created.  

However, to gather such information using AspectJ in a practical manner, we have to 

overcome two major difficulties. First, although we can easily write an aspect using AspectJ’s 

constructor join point to keep count of object construction, there is no destructor counterpart 

for us to keep count of object reclaimed by the garbage collector. We must figure out another 

way to calculate object destruction counts. Second, we need to keep the runtime overhead of 

using aspects reasonably low to make the tool practical. Obviously, our aspect also consumes 

memory and takes time to run. Hence it is naïve to use the following all-catching pointcuts of 

AspectJ to develop advice for collecting the required information. 

pointcut constructor(): call(*..*.new(..)) 

pointcut fieldSet() : set( * *..*.* ) 

Aspects with such pointcuts will greatly increase the memory consumption and execution 

time of the program to instrument, thus simply not practical for large Java programs.  

In the remaining sub-sections of this section, we shall describe in detail how FindLeaks 

overcomes the two difficulties. In short, FindLeaks employs three major components. Besides 

a generic profiling aspect and an analysis module for collecting information and performing 

analysis respectively, there is a weaving assistant which let the user to construct a specialized 

aspect for profiling only selected packages of the program in concern and instructs AspectJ to 

perform the weaving. In other words, FindLeaks supports a staged approach to 

instrumentation in a way that the user can determine the scope of weaving to have a better 

control over overhead of code instrumentation. Moreover, instead of attempting to keep count 

of object destruction directly, the profiling aspect makes the effort to keep a repository of 
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constructed yet live objects along with their reference information which enables the analysis 

module to calculate for each class the number of objects destructed after a full run of garbage 

collection.  

4.2. Profiling Aspect 

The profiling aspect is responsible for collecting the required runtime information from the 

designated parts of the target program. Since the scope of weaving an aspect is specified by its 

pointcuts, we shall first describe the design of its pointcuts, followed by the description of 

how its advice collects and organizes the required information. 

4.2.1. Pointcut Design 

FindLeaks employs the ―within‖ pointcut designator of AspectJ to restrict the scope of its 

advice code to one or more Java packages at a time1. When started, the weaving assistant of 

FindLeaks will list the packages in the application jar files and let the user to pick the 

packages for instrumentation. After user selection, the weaving assistant can complete the 

pointcut definition of the profiling aspect and weave the resulting aspect into the target 

program. For example, if the user picks package1 and package2 for instrumentation, the 

weaving assistant will generate the following two pointcuts: 

(1) pointcut constructor(): call(*..*.new(..)) 

                    && (within(package1) || within(package2)); 

(2) pointcut fieldSet() : set( * *..*.* ) 

                    && (within(package1) || within(package2)); 

However, simply adding the pointcut designator ―&& within(package)‖ to qualify 

the pointcuts will not work correctly for our staged approach. In particular, the unwanted 

                                                 
1 Note that Java packages can be nested to many levels; hence a package may actually comprise multiple packages. 
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references we must trace may be created outside the monitored packages and hence will not 

be recorded by the advice associated with the above field set pointcut (2). We need to do a 

more in-depth analysis of the scenarios that lead to unintentional object retention in the new 

setting and extend the pointcuts to resolve the problem.  

 

Fig. 3: Scenarios of unintentional object retention. 

 

Essentially, there are four possible scenarios as we now have two kinds of objects: 

objects constructed within the monitored package, called within objects, and objects 

constructed outside, called outside object. Figure 3 illustrates the four possible scenarios 

which correspond to the four combinations of within objects and ―outside objects. 

Now let us look into the four combinations of objects in Figure 3 by considering what 

other qualified pointcuts we need to catch the essential events that create the unwanted 

reference in them. The critical thing to observe is the region, within or outside, of the 

referencing object in a combination. For the first and the second combinations, their 

referencing objects are within objects. Hence the unwanted reference is created by a field 

assignment, such as ―wo.f = referent;‖, executed within the monitored packages, which 
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enables the qualified field set pointcut to catch it. As to the third combination, since its 

referencing object is an outside object, the creation of the unwanted reference is executed 

outside the monitored package, thus cannot be caught by the qualified field set pointcut. 

Nevertheless, in such situations, the referent object2, an inside object, must have been passed 

out of the monitored package beforehand, either as a method argument through some method 

call made within the monitored package (referred to as outside-call-for-argument case), such 

as ―oo.put(referent);‖, or as a method return value through some method call made 

outside the monitored package (referred to within-call-for-result case), such as 

―wo.get();‖ . Finally, the fourth combination is beyond the scope of the current 

instrumentation and will only be traced in subsequent stages (by selecting other packages). 

Based on the above analysis, it is obvious that, besides an iterative instrumentation 

process, we must include additional pointcuts to capture pertinent method call events so that 

the profiling aspect can trace those references that escape the monitored packages, as 

described in the third scenario above. For the case of call-for-argument, we use the following 

method call pointcut and constructor pointcut to capture those calls, assuming that package 

is the monitored package. 

(3) pointcut OutsideCallForArgument(): call(* *..*.*(..)) 

&& !(call(* package..*.*(..))) && (within( package..*)) 

&& !call(* *..*.*()); // methods must have parameters 

Note that the above qualified pointcut also excludes methods without any parameters, since 

we intend to trace the arguments passed to methods defined outside. 

                                                 
2 More precisely, it is the reference to the referent object. 
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However, the case of within-call-for-result requires different considerations. Calls in this 

case were made outside the monitored package, thus will not be caught by a method call 

pointcut qualified by the ―within( package..*)‖ designator. One way to capture those 

calls is to use the complementary qualifier, ―! within( package..*)‖. But this may 

easily lead to a large scale weaving which is contrary to our objective. Hence we take an 

alternative way which employs the method execution call pointcut to trace those calls. 

Specifically, we use the following pointcut to capture those calls. 

  (4) pointcut WithinCallForResult(): execution(* *..*.*(..)) 

&& (within( package..*)) // only within methods 

&& !(execution(void *..*.*(..)) //must return something  

Note that this pointcut excludes any methods which do not return any values, since we intend 

to trace the return values from calls to methods defined within the monitored package.  

Unfortunately, the above pointcut alone can not completely fulfill our requirements. Here 

we want to capture only calls to the selected methods which originated from places outside 

the monitored package. Yet the above method execution pointcut will trigger its advice right 

after the selected methods are executed, regardless of the origin of their callers. To overcome 

this problem, we need to exclude the calls made within the monitored package. Thus we 

introduce another pointcut which selects specifically those calls to exclude as follows. 

   (5) pointcut WithinCallToExclude () : 

call( * package..*.*(..) ) // within methods 

&& !( call( void package..*.*(..) ) // must return something 

&& ( within( package..* ) ) 

As will be explained shortly, the advice associated with the fifth pointcut will work with that 

of the fourth pointcut to trace only calls made outside the monitored package.  
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In summary, we have designed five pointcuts to capture the events critical to our 

profiling purpose. The first pointcut traces object construction, the second one traces field 

assignments, the third one traces arguments of specific method calls, and the forth one and the 

fifth one trace return values of certain method calls. They are all qualified by a parameterized 

―within‖ pointcut designator to restrict the scope of weaving to specific packages. The 

weaving assistant of FindLeaks is responsible for synthesizing the concrete pointcuts after the 

user has selected the packages from the target program, thus supporting a staged approach to 

instrumentation.  

4.2.2. Advice and Information Organization 

The profiling aspect defines five pieces of advice, associated with the five pointcuts 

respectively, to collect the required information about object construction, field assignments, 

and method calls. It employs two hash tables to organize the collected information. One table, 

called type table, keep the statistics of object construction. It maps a type (class) name to a list 

of pairs of construction site and construction count:  

typeTable : typeName  [ (construction site, count) ] 

The main reason for this design is that, according to our observation, objects created in the 

same location usually share some common behaviors that are pertinent to our purpose.  

Another table, called object table, keeps a repository of live objects in observation and 

the referencing relations between objects. Specifically, the key set of the object     table are 

the set of currently live objects within the monitoring scope of our advice. The table treats 

these objects as referent objects and associates them with either their referencing objects, or 

the objects whose methods passed them out of the monitored package as follows:       
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objectTable : referentObject  [ (referencingObject, field, join point context)  

                            or (referencingMethod, join point context) ] 

Since a referent object may be linked by multiple fields of an object, or used by multiple 

methods, we have to use a list for keeping the associated values. The join point context is a 

static data structure available from the join point API of AspectJ. It supplies the context 

information about the underlying join point, such as the source line number of the join point, 

the signature of the referencing object and which of its field is holding the reference to the 

referent object. 

As mentioned earlier, the analysis module calculates how many objects are reclaimed 

(destructed) by object information kept in the object table. Hence a crucial requirement of the 

object table is that it must be able to reference and keep track of the objects in interest, yet 

will not prevent them from being garbage collected if no other live objects in the target 

program reference them. Obviously, common object references do not satisfy the requirement. 

As pointed out in [13], we can use weak references [18] to fulfill our requirement. In 

particular, we define the object table as a weak-reference-based instance of the class 

ReferenceIdentityMap [15], which is an implementation of the JDK map interface that allows 

mappings to be removed by the garbage collector and matches keys and values based on == 

not equals(). As a result, we can safely hold references to the monitored objects and map 

them to the collected information using their reference identities. Besides, as the garbage 

collector can remove mappings if a key or value becomes unreachable, any space occupied by 

a value object will be reclaimed if its key object is reclaimed. 
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The main task of all the advice is to deposit the information collected from its join points 

into the two tables properly. The first advice monitors object construction activities. It puts the 

constructed object into the object table and updates the type table with proper information. 

The second advice monitors the field assignment operations. It updates the object table by 

making an association between the referent object and the referencing object. Note that, when 

the intercepted field assignment creates a reference depicted by the second scenario of Fig. 2, 

the advice will add the outside referent object to the object table and the type table so that 

FindLeaks can also keep track of such objects and report their statistics. However, the type 

table will have no information regarding their construction locations, only their signature, 

since they were constructed outside the monitored package. 

The remainder three pieces of advice handle the third scenario shown in Fig. 2. The 

advice associated with the OutsideCallForArgument pointcut keeps track of argument 

objects which are passed out of the monitored package. For example, if an outside method call 

―oo.put(referent);‖ is intercepted, this advice will associate the referent object with 

this method call by putting the method’s signature into the object table. Later, if the referent 

object turns out to be a loitering object and it has no referencing objects in the object table, we 

can use such a method association in the object table to find which package it had been passed 

to and then continue tracing the unwanted reference.  

The forth advice associated with the WithinCallForResult pointcut is an after 

advice which monitors the return value of within methods called from outside with the help 

from the fifth advice, a before advice, associated with the WithinCallToExclude 

pointcut. Specifically, as mentioned before, the forth advice relies on the fifth advice to 

determine if the call of the underlying method originated from outside of the monitored 
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package. The way they cooperate to address our requirement is based on the execution order 

between two pieces of advice hooked on the same method. A closer look at the two pointcuts 

reveals that the methods selected by the WithinCallToExclude pointcut are all included 

in the methods selected by the WithinCallForResult pointcut. Besides, as the former 

pointcut is an after advice and the latter a before one, we know that, when a method selected 

by both pointcuts is called, the fifth advice will be executed before the forth one without any 

intervening advice. Hence the fifth advice can use a flag to signal to the forth advice that the 

underlying method call originates from the monitored package and thus should not be traced. 

This is how the two piece of advices work together to trace the return values of the target 

methods.  

In summary, the five pieces of advice maintain two related hash tables which keep 

essential information about the following entities: 

(a) Objects constructed within the selected packages. 

(b) References between objects which are created by field assignments occurred within 

the selected package. 

(c) Outside method calls which pass objects across the package border. 

(d) Within method calls which return objects across the package border.  

4.2.3. Analysis Module: Identifying Leaks and Locating Unwanted References 

The analysis module is organized in an event-driven manner. When the anticipated event 

occurs, it will take a snapshot of the type table and the object table, and displays three 

summarized views about the running program, namely object construction and destruction 
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view (abbreviated as object view in the following discussion), reference view and method 

view. These views are used to help user identify suspected classes of loitering objects and 

where the unwanted references were created in the source. The object view is the most critical 

one for it contains the essential object statistics needed for identifying loitering objects. Hence 

we first describe what information an object view provides and how such information is 

derived from the two tables when the event happens. 

The most basic information the object view provides is two object statistics: counts of 

object construction and object destruction for each monitored class. The first count is easily 

derivable from the type table, so we focus on how the object destruction count is   derived 

from the object table. As described earlier, weak references do not prevent their referents from 

being reclaimed if they are not reachable by other live objects. Now, since the advice employs 

a weak-reference-based collection to organize the object table, we know that every time the 

JVM performs a full garbage collection, any weak references kept by the object table which 

point to reclaimed objects will be nullified. This is exactly the basis on which the analysis 

module derives the object destruction count. Specifically, whenever a full garbage collection 

is done, the analysis module can traverse the key set of the object table to identify which 

objects have been reclaimed (nullified) and thus obtain the object destruction count for each 

class of monitored objects. 

In other words, the proper event to trigger the execution of the analysis module is when 

JVM (Java Virtual Machine) has finished a full garbage collection. As far as Sun’s standard 

JVM is concerned, we can request it to dump its garbage collection records to a log file via 

the ―-Xloggc‖ option. Then we can monitor the full garbage collection events indirectly by 

using a thread to scan the log file. Once a full garbage collection log entry is detected, the 
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analysis module is notified to take snapshot and update the three views. In addition, we also 

allow the user to force the JVM to do a full garbage collection, which in turn will trigger the 

analysis module. This is accomplished by calling the Sun’s special API: the 

sun.misc.GC.requestLatency(latency) method, which requests the JVM to 

perform a full garbage collection within a specified latency. As will be discussed later, such 

user-forced garbage collection provides us a direct and useful approach to detecting memory 

leaks. 

Given the two object statistics from each snapshot, the analysis module can derive more 

figures useful for assisting the user in identifying loitering objects. Indeed, the object view 

displays six kinds of object statistics for each class and group them by class names and 

construction locations: (1) maximum memory volume (size times count), (2) memory volume 

in a snapshot, (3) the D/C (destruction/construction) ratio, (4) live object count, (5) number of 

objects constructed (6) number of objects destructed. Except the second one, all numbers are 

historical values accumulated from the previous snapshots. 

Clearly, after running the target program for a while, the object views in the snapshots 

taken by the analysis module should contain the essential information for identifying loitering 

objects. Yet there is simply too much information; as a tool, FindLeaks needs to dig out the 

most crucial information for its users. We take the historical trends of the first three object 

statistics as the key determinants for identifying loitering objects, namely (1) maximum 

memory volume in history, (2) memory volume in current snapshot, (3) the D/C 

(destruction/construction) ratio in history. For example, if a class’s maximum memory volume 
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is monotonically increasing while its D/C ratio is always zero or monotonically decreasing3, 

the analysis module should recommend it as a leaked class. 

However, in computing the historic trends of these object statistics for a specific Java 

class; we should reduce the undesirable jittering effects which may result from the fluctuating 

volumes of memory consumed by its objects. Therefore, the analysis module uses a 

history-adjusted formula, called exponential smoothing in statistics [12], to compute the 

trends of those statistics for each class of objects. Specifically, at snapshot n, given the raw 

value of a particular object statistic as rn, the analysis module computes the next trend value sn 

for this statistic according to the following formula: 

s1 = r1  

sn = α*rn + (1-α)*sn-1 

Here α is a configurable smoothing factor between zero and one. For the maximum volume 

and the current volume statistics, if sn is greater than sn-1, we consider it as a positive trend; if 

sn is less than sn-1, a negative trend4. For the D/C ratio statistic, it is just the opposite.  

FindLeaks uses the positive trends of these three object statistics to form a filter for 

picking out suspected classes of loitering objects. It allows user to specify whether to employs 

a single statistic or more statistics to form the filter by selecting the appropriate check boxes 

(cf. Fig. 4). The analysis module also provides some visual aids for highlighting the trends of 

these statistics in consecutive snapshots. First, it can display all the raw values of these object 

statistics for a selected class as a line chart to assist programmers in identifying the 

problematic classes. Second, it uses different colors to display figures of different trends: red 

for positive trends, blue for negative trends and black for stable trends. 

                                                 
3 We cannot use the C/D ratio as an indicator for D could be zero. 
4 The trend for the maximum volume cannot be negative; it must be either positive or stable. 
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Fig. 4: The object view obtained from running RSSOwl. 

 

Once the user has identified some suspected classes of loitering objects from the object 

view, he/she can switch to the reference views of such classes to trace the references pointing 

to these objects. The reference view displays the referencing fields (including their full class 

signature), where the references were assigned, and the reference counts, grouped by the type 

and the construction location of the referent objects (cf. Fig. 5). Finally, if there are no 

references linking to the objects of a suspected class in the reference view, the user should 

consult the method view to see if such objects have been passed outside the monitored 

packages and got linked therein (the third scenario of Fig. 2). The method view traces any 

such method calls by displaying the method signatures, where the methods were called, and 
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the number of such escaped objects, grouped by the type and the construction location of the 

escaped objects (cf. Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 5: The reference view obtained from running ArgoUML. 

 

 

Fig. 6: The method view of class TableColumn obtained from running RSSOwl. 


